U.S.S. Pendragon
10403.13
Guest Starring:
John as TO_Yaeem
Jan as SO_Tribble.

.Host CO_Rofax says:
Captain's Log - SD 10403.13

Our underground adventure continues and the Away Team has been pieced back together for the time being.  Our injuries appear to have been contained for the time being, but we must begin to hasten matters if we are to complete the mission without further trauma to the crew.  

Host Cathy says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<resume mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::sitting around waiting for the order to move out::

CSO_Toms says:
::Sitting to the side of the rest of the crew, quietly muttering::

CNS_Luchena says:
::gathering up his things::

FCO_Ens_White says:
::sitting at his bit of wall thinking and watching the other crewmembers::

CMO_TCal says:
@::Walking with her rescue team, a Tricorder in hand following the path outlined::

CTO_Shiar says:
:: patrolling the area with phaser rifle in hand::

Host CO_Rofax says:
::making finals preparations to begin the journey down::

CEO_Ens_Thraxis says:
:: finishing replacing and realigning the antigravity unit 'borrowed' from the sled earlier ::

CNS_Luchena says:
::checks on their guide::

FCO_Ens_White says:
::rubs his chin and feels the gristle of a few days hair growth::

CMO_TCal says:
@Brenard: We should be approaching their specified coordinates in a few moments. Have your items ready.

CNS_Luchena says:
::helps the XO get to his feet::

Host Aradapia says:
::is now awake and grumbling about the delays::

CSO_Toms says:
::watches the rest of the crew gathering their stuff, then, getting to his feet, begins to do the same::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::gets up::

CNS_Luchena says:
::gives Murphy another dose of pain killer::

Host CO_Rofax says:
CEO: Chief, ready to lead our descent?  ::crosses to his position::

FCO_Ens_White says:
::stands up, pulls out his tricorder than stops as he has nothing to scan::

CMO_TCal says:
@TO: Ensign we are approaching the teams coordinates. Make sure everything is secure around us as we get closer. ::Continues to walk as she looks at her Tricorder::

CTO_Shiar says:
:: stops walking around but stays alert::

CSO_Toms says:
::having gathered his kit together, scans the area to see what is around::

Host CO_Rofax says:
FCO: Mr. White, please assist in taking the point.  Full scans as far as tricorders will warrant.

CNS_Luchena says:
::watches the CSO::

FCO_Ens_White says:
CO: aye

CEO_Ens_Thraxis says:
CO: Yes, sir.

Host Aradapia says:
Action: White hears a low-pitched grumbling noise.

FCO_Ens_White says:
::walks over to the CEO, nods and looks around::

FCO_Ens_White says:
CEO: you hear that?

CSO_Toms says:
::notices an abundance of certain minerals, starts to scan in more detail::

CTO_Shiar says:
:: can't wait to stop just waiting around::

CEO_Ens_Thraxis says:
:: brings sled up to full power, checks phaser rifle ::

CNS_Luchena says:
::continues to watch the CSO::

FCO_Ens_White says:
::scans the surrounding area::

CEO_Ens_Thraxis says:
FCO: Yes...

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::moves alongside the CO::

TO_Yaeem says:
CMO:Aye sir. ::follows::

Host CO_Rofax says:
CTO: Mr. Shiar, you will cover the rear and escort our XO.  Please keep an eye on him.  ::nods to the scales and poison-dripping claw::

CSO_Toms says:
CO: Sir, I think I have found what we're looking for. Iron, duranium, dilithium, zinc. All In an abundance.

CNS_Luchena says:
::doesn't envy Shiar that job::

CTO_Shiar says:
CO: aye sir

CTO_Shiar says:
:: sets rifle to high stun::

CMO_TCal says:
::Stops walking as she notices a team of Starfleet Officers ahead:: ALL: That must be the team. Lets proceed. ::She walks towards the crew with her team::

FCO_Ens_White says:
::looks at the results and thinks:: self: methane?

Host CO_Rofax says:
::tosses a phaser rifle to Shiar and turns to the CSO::  CSO: Distance to the first deposits?

CNS_Luchena says:
::thinks he sees a light coming toward them::

FCO_Ens_White says:
::thinks about it.:: CO: Methane around...have to avoid fire.

Host Aradapia says:
Action: White hears the rumble once again.

FCO_Ens_White says:
::continues scanning trying to figure out what the rumble is::

CEO_Ens_Thraxis says:
FCO: Terrific.

CSO_Toms says:
CO: Near sir, maybe 2 meters, and they seem more abundant the further away I scan.

CTO_Shiar says:
:: catches the second rifle and sets it to high stun before strapping it on::

Host Aradapia says:
Action: The FCO cannot get a lock on just where the sound is coming from.

CNS_Luchena says:
CO:  Captain.....

CMO_TCal says:
::Her team approaches the bottom::

Host CO_Rofax says:
OPS: Prepare enough vials for dual samples of each element.  Coordinate with Lt. Toms please.

CTO_Shiar says:
:: sees the lights so points a phaser rifle at them::

FCO_Ens_White says:
::mutters to himself and scans the nearby rocks for movement::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  Yes, Sir.  ::moves over to the sled and retrieve the sample containers::

Host CO_Rofax says:
::turns to Mikal::  CNS: Yes, Mikal?  ::spies what everyone else can clearly see::

CNS_Luchena says:
CO:  We have company.  ::tries to sense whoever is approaching::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::takes the containers over to the CSO, prepares the first vial::

CTO_Shiar says:
:: picks a target in case they are hostile. aims at what appears to be the leader::

Host CO_Rofax says:
ALL: Make yourselves scarce.... move into the shadows until we can confirm.

CEO_Ens_Thraxis says:
:: turns in the direction of the approaching party ::

CSO_Toms says:
::points out to Jordan where the nearest deposits are so she can get the samples::

FCO_Ens_White says:
::continues to mutter to himself and steps forward to scan the carbon::

CNS_Luchena says:
::flicks his light off::

TO_Yaeem says:
CMO: You can go first since you are the officer.

CMO_TCal says:
::She reaches the bottom first in her team. She notices the crew pointing weapons at her:: ALL: Weapons will not be necessary.

CEO_Ens_Thraxis says:
:: moves behind a nearby stalagmite ::

CNS_Luchena says:
::draws his phaser::

CTO_Shiar says:
:: moves over into the shadows::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::takes the first sample before going into hiding at the CO's orders::

FCO_Ens_White says:
::hears the CO, mutters to himself and turns off the wrist light::

CNS_Luchena says:
::flicks his light back on and aims it at the Vulcan officer::

CEO_Ens_Thraxis says:
:: steps out, lowers weapon ::

CSO_Toms says:
::moves for cover::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::turns off her light::

CTO_Shiar says:
:: keeps weapon raised::

FCO_Ens_White says:
::takes a step away from where he was::

CMO_TCal says:
::She stares at the light:: CNS: Please remove that light from my face Commander.

Host CO_Rofax says:
::lowers his weapon and steps closer::  Self: Medical...

CNS_Luchena says:
::almost faints with relief::

Host Aradapia says:
Action: The FCO smells something unpleasant.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::turns her own light back on::

CTO_Shiar says:
Self: Vulcan...

CEO_Ens_Thraxis says:
CMO: Thraxis, Chief Engineer, USS Pendragon. And you are... ?

Host CO_Rofax says:
CMO: Doctor, your orders please?

FCO_Ens_White says:
::begins to think that someone is ill.::

TO_Yaeem says:
::secures the Area::

FCO_Ens_White says:
::walks to the carbon drops he detected earlier::

Host Aradapia says:
::mutters crankily::

CSO_Toms says:
::mutters under his breath and continues to look for the deposits::

CTO_Shiar says:
:: turns attention back to the XO::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::goes back to obtaining the samples::

CNS_Luchena says:
::drops his light::

CMO_TCal says:
::She ignores the CEO and walks to the obvious superior, the Captain:: CO: Lieutenant J.G. T'Cal. I am here to provide assistance for your team. I have also been assigned to the USS Pendragon as Chief Medical Officer. ::She takes a PADD from her pack and hands it to the CO::

FCO_Ens_White says:
::scans the carbon drops attempting to ascertain their source::

TO_Yaeem says:
CTO: Orders?

CTO_Shiar says:
TO: keep the rear covered

CNS_Luchena says:
::can't believe the new CMO is a Vulcan.  Sighs deeply::

CSO_Toms says:
::furrows brow in concentration as he sees the latest readouts from his tricorder:: Self: That’s not good. ::makes another scan::

CTO_Shiar says:
TO: watch out for the bugs. you see one, shoot it

FCO_Ens_White says:
CTO: Didn't you hear me about the methane?

CEO_Ens_Thraxis says:
:: mutters to self ::  Self: Nice to meet you too...

CTO_Shiar says:
FCO: no

Host CO_Rofax says:
::takes the padd and reads it slower than one would expect, then looks up::  CMO: Very well Dr. T'Cal.  Welcome to the Pendragon.  We have wounded and formalities will need to wait.  I am sure you can understand.   ::does not do anything to appear illogical::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::finishes retrieving the samples:: CSO:  Any other samples you want to take?

FCO_Ens_White says:
::sighs::CTO: I've detected trace amounts of methane.  Shooting would be ill advised.

CSO_Toms says:
CO: Sir, I have something else for you. There are faint traces of scorching on the walls around us. May be something to do with the methane.

CNS_Luchena says:
::feels uneasy::

CMO_TCal says:
CO: Repairing the serious wounded personnel would be the most logical course of action Captain. Do we have any seriously wounded personnel?

CTO_Shiar says:
FCO: we've been fine this far

CTO_Shiar says:
FCO: if the levels rise, let me know

FCO_Ens_White says:
CTO: you haven't shot anything so far.

FCO_Ens_White says:
CTO: sure.

Host CO_Rofax says:
CMO: Two very seriously.  They have been stabilized, but will need further treatment once we return to the ship.

CSO_Toms says:
OPS: Get some of the natural rock please ma'am. I’m interested in its natural properties.

CTO_Shiar says:
:: points to the phaser burnt jacket:: FCO: I’ve been shot

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::smiles:: CSO: No problem.  ::takes the sample::

Host CO_Rofax says:
CSO: Methane?  Are the levels within safe levels?

FCO_Ens_White says:
::looks at the carbon droplets trying to figure out what they are and ignores the CTO::

CNS_Luchena says:
::steps forward::  CO:  Sir.  I can explain the injuries to the new Doc.

CMO_TCal says:
CO: Understood sir. ::She looks at the CNS::

CSO_Toms says:
CO: The methane is the FCOs story sir, I’ve just got evidence of scorching, which may have been caused by the methane exploding sometime in the past.

Host CO_Rofax says:
CNS: Thank you Mikal.  ::the relief can be clearly seen in his eyes::

CNS_Luchena says:
::explains about the poisonous bugs and how the XO was stung and began transforming, but they arrested it and how Murphy's arm was poisoned and then cut off::

FCO_Ens_White says:
::looks at the burned carbon and mutters something than sighs and scans for the methane again::

CNS_Luchena says:
::passes the medical tricorder with all the data to the CMO::

Host CO_Rofax says:
FCO: Mr. White, what can you tell me about this source of methane?  Are we safe?

CTO_Shiar says:
:: is anxious to get moving::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CSO:  Ok, samples stowed ready for return to the ship.

CMO_TCal says:
::Takes the Tricorder and reviews the data:: CNS: Your help is appreciated Commander.

SO_Tribble says:
CSO: Orders, Sir?

FCO_Ens_White says:
CO: I've detected trace amounts of methane sir.

CNS_Luchena says:
CMO:  I'm happy to hand the responsibility over to someone competent.

FCO_Ens_White says:
CO: Trying to figure out if it is rising or not

CSO_Toms says:
::tricorder starts beeping funnily, showing it has found traces of highly volatile petro-chemicals::

CMO_TCal says:
CNS: You were treating the injured?

Host CO_Rofax says:
FCO: Thank you.  Please alert me if the levels change suddenly.  ::begins pushing forward down the path::

FCO_Ens_White says:
::compares the two scans of the methane::

CSO_Toms says:
CO:Sir, I have traces of petroleum ether and phosphorus. Whatever caused this scorching did it with some potent stuff.

CTO_Shiar says:
:: starts moving, keeping the XO in sight::

SO_Tribble says:
CSO: Mr. Toms, your tricorder.......

FCO_Ens_White says:
CSO: Showing Petroleum ether over here...

CNS_Luchena says:
CMO:  After MO Murphy was injured I took on the responsibilities.  I'm trained as a medic only.

SO_Tribble says:
CSO: Is showing very high levels.

Host Aradapia says:
Action: The team finally advances further into the cave system.

CSO_Toms says:
SO: I want you to do a thorough work up of the surrounding area. I want to know everything about everywhere we go while we're down here.

CMO_TCal says:
CNS: According to what I have read you have very limited training. You should not have tried and treated an injury this large. You could have damage the patient even further. ::She leaves the CNS's side::

Host CO_Rofax says:
CSO: What are the chances a phaser blast will ignite them?

SO_Tribble says:
CSO: Aye, Sir.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::looking around her scanning as she goes::

SO_Tribble says:
::begins scanning the area::

FCO_Ens_White says:
::continues walking and scanning::

CEO_Ens_Thraxis says:
:: peering into the darkness ahead, one eye on his tricorder ::

CNS_Luchena says:
::looks at the CMO as she walks away::

CNS_Luchena says:
::thinks she has a darn fine butt for a Vulcan::

CSO_Toms says:
::looks at his tricorder, taps out a couple of calculations:: CO: I'm not sure sir, but I would advise against it at the moment. The chemicals are volatile.

SO_Tribble says:
::begins finding traces of petroleum ether and phosphorus::

Host CO_Rofax says:
CSO: Noted and agreed.

Host Aradapia says:
Action: The crew has been walking for two hours now. Aren't they quick?

CNS_Luchena says:
::feels like they are finally getting somewhere::

CTO_Shiar says:
:: still keeping an eye on the XO::

FCO_Ens_White says:
::is still walking and scanning::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::still scanning as she walks along::

Host CO_Rofax says:
ALL: Power down energy based weapons and stow them for the time being.  We will resort to hand-to-hand weapons if necessary.

CMO_TCal says:
::Continuing to walk, thinking the crew is not a logical bunch::

CEO_Ens_Thraxis says:
:: looks around, obviously troubled by something :: CO: Captain... I'm hearing that rumbling sound again.

CNS_Luchena says:
::moves closer to the CSO as he turns off his phaser::

SO_Tribble says:
CSO: Sir?   Hand to hand?  ::looks askance::

CTO_Shiar says:
CO: I don't fancy my chances with a knife against the XO's claws if he loses control again

CMO_TCal says:
::Hears hand-to-hand combat and turns to the CO::

Host Aradapia says:
Action: The trail in front of them is becoming littered with carbon.

CNS_Luchena says:
::tries to get a telepathic "read" of the CSO::

TO_Yaeem says:
CO: I can take him out.

Host CO_Rofax says:
CEO: I've noticed it as well.  Does it seem louder at all?

Host Aradapia says:
Action: The crew begins to smell something nastier than themselves.

CSO_Toms says:
SO: Not my call, but I’m sure that there will be no need for it. ::feels something, odd, stirring in his head and jumps on it::

CNS_Luchena says:
::coughs::

Host CO_Rofax says:
CTO: The XO is stable.  You will need to make due without the phasers.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
ALL:  What is that smell?

CEO_Ens_Thraxis says:
CO: Difficult to say, sir. A bit louder, perhaps.

CNS_Luchena says:
::drops back away from the CSO::

CMO_TCal says:
::Smells something unpleasant as she is walking. She hopes this would not affect the crew health wise::

CTO_Shiar says:
:: powers down the rifle::

FCO_Ens_White says:
::continues walking on oblivious to the smell and the extra carbon::

Host Aradapia says:
Action: The path leads into a dark cave. The noise can be heard emanating from within.

CTO_Shiar says:
:: isn't liking this at all::

CNS_Luchena says:
CMO:  Is this odor dangerous?

SO_Tribble says:
::points scanner at noise::

TO_Yaeem says:
CO: I have one.

CEO_Ens_Thraxis says:
:: begins a tight-beam tricorder scan of the cave interior ::

Host Aradapia says:
Action: There is a sudden rockslide behind the crew.....

Host Aradapia says:
Action: It damages the sled slightly.

SO_Tribble says:
::rolls out of the way::

TO_Yaeem says:
::notices the rockslide::

CTO_Shiar says:
:: turns to see the rock slide::

Host CO_Rofax says:
::stops walking and waves his arms and wrist light for effect::

FCO_Ens_White says:
::keeps walking and scanning oblivious to the rockslide, the smell, the carbon, and the pain in his foot::

CTO_Shiar says:
:: stops::

CEO_Ens_Thraxis says:
:: turns as he hears the sled complaining :: Self: Now what?

Host CO_Rofax says:
ALL: Hold up... scan the area.

CNS_Luchena says:
::stops and turns::

TO_Yaeem says:
::points his phaser in that direction::

SO_Tribble says:
::scans::

CMO_TCal says:
::Notices a rockslide coming. She watches it for a moment and then listens to the crew respond::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::stops, turns and scans::

CEO_Ens_Thraxis says:
:: tucks away the tricorder and goes to inspect the sled ::

Host Aradapia says:
Action: the rockslide seems to have been a normal phenomena.

FCO_Ens_White says:
::stops, turns and than starts scanning::

CSO_Toms says:
CO: Sir, over the last couple of hours, I have noted that the methane levels have been rising and falling at semi-regular intervals, and the rumbling that we keep hearing has been fitting into a pattern. I’m not yet sure what it means though

CMO_TCal says:
CO: Captain high levels of methane could harm the crew physically. It could cause very serious breathing problems.

SO_Tribble says:
CSO: A natural phenomenon like a hot springs geyser perhaps?

Host CO_Rofax says:
CSO: That tells me we are standing on a fault line.  This rockslide troubles me far greater than I can express.... Let's hasten our pace.

FCO_Ens_White says:
::looks around and sighs than waits::

Host Aradapia says:
Action: The sled will need a bit of repair but is okay for now.

CSO_Toms says:
SO: Possible. Try to concentrate your scans in the direction the rumbling comes from, I’m going to try to get more information about the methane’s rise and fall.

TO_Yaeem says:
ALL: Ok , who expelled gas?

CMO_TCal says:
CO: The most logical conclusion would be to leave this area with haste.

Host CO_Rofax says:
CMO: Then I suggest you find a way to inoculate the crew Doctor.  We cannot stay here and going through it appears our only option.

CNS_Luchena says:
::sighs::

CTO_Shiar says:
:: follows the CO::  CO: gas masks would cover it

SO_Tribble says:
::agrees with CMO, leaving with haste sounds good::

TO_Yaeem says:
::follows::

CMO_TCal says:
CO: Understood sir. Please note that this would only be a temporary solution. ::She moves to some of her medics::

SO_Tribble says:
CSO: Signs indicate a possibility of a natural cause

CSO_Toms says:
CO: I’m not so sure sir, about the fault line. The rock slid could have been caused by anything. And we don not know it we are not heading into an area of where the levels of methane may be fatal

FCO_Ens_White says:
::shifts his weight and looks around calmly::

CEO_Ens_Thraxis says:
:: makes some adjustments to balance the grav units on the sled ::

CSO_Toms says:
::scans the direction that the methane seems to be "flowing" from, with everything the tricorder knows how to do::

CTO_Shiar says:
CO: this is one of those times when the guide would be useful

Host CO_Rofax says:
ALL:  Tag any deposits with locator beacons.  We need to find a way out.

SO_Tribble says:
CSO: Tribbles are good at climbing and if I fall, I'll just roll back.  Want me to try?

CMO_TCal says:
::Begins injecting these into the crew. They are temporary solutions, which should prevent breathing problems for a short while::
Host CO_Rofax says:
Aradapia: You spoke of a way out.  How much father?

SO_Tribble says:
::looks at the slope, picking out a pathway::

CSO_Toms says:
SO: Ask the CO about that one, but Id rather have you working your tricorder then rolling down the hill. ::smiles at his aid::

Host Aradapia says:
::looks at him grumpily:: CO: Not toose much farthers.

TO_Yaeem says:
ALL: No more beans for dinner please.

Host CO_Rofax says:
ALL: Those who require them, use the gas masks.  We need to press on.

CEO_Ens_Thraxis says:
:: plants several beacons on nearby mineral outcroppings ::

FCO_Ens_White says:
::looks at the TO with cold eyes than walks to the sled, picks up a gas mask and puts it on::

SO_Tribble says:
::smiles back at CSO and continues scanning;:

CMO_TCal says:
::She turns to the TO hearing his comment:: TO: That was not a necessary comment Ensign, nor an appropriate one for a Starfleet Officer.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::grabs a mask and heads off with the CO::

CNS_Luchena says:
CMO: Now Doctor.  A sense of humour is a sense of perspective.  He was only trying to ease the tension.

CTO_Shiar says:
:: grabs a gas mask and puts it on. gets the XO moving again::

Host Aradapia says:
Action: As the crew enters the cave, the rumbling noise gets louder.

SO_Tribble says:
CSO: Phosphorus levels are up

CMO_TCal says:
CNS: Humor is an illogical emotion expressed by those who feel insecure.

CTO_Shiar says:
CMO: I can deal with my personnel myself Lt

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO: What is that noise?

Host CO_Rofax says:
::continues sweeping the area with his wrist light trying to get a fix on things::

CEO_Ens_Thraxis says:
:: puts on a mask ::

FCO_Ens_White says:
::takes point scanning and walking::

CNS_Luchena says:
::follows along::  CMO:  Nonsense.  It's a very effective defense mechanism.  Just as logic is for Vulcans.

CSO_Toms says:
::starts getting unexpected results as they enter the cave.::

CMO_TCal says:
CTO: Of course Commander.  ::She walks away from the CNS again::

Host Aradapia says:
Action: The crew turns a corner and White stops short as he sees what lies ahead of him.

CEO_Ens_Thraxis says:
:: enters cave, opens tricorder again ::

Host CO_Rofax says:
OPS: I do not know.  But I suspect the ground has cracked or will crack in the near future....

FCO_Ens_White says:
::stops and stares::

TO_Yaeem says:
::grabs a gasmask::

TO_Yaeem says:
::puts it on::

CSO_Toms says:
CO: Sir, I’m getting a life sign, large reptilian, and it appears to be asleep.

CNS_Luchena says:
::stops dead when he hears the CSO::

CEO_Ens_Thraxis says:
:: checks own tricorder ::  CO: Confirmed.

CMO_TCal says:
::She stops with the rest of the crew::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CSO: The source of the methane?

FCO_Ens_White says:
::isn't sure what he is looking at...then is sure::

CSO_Toms says:
OPS: More then likely.

Host Aradapia says:
Action: There, in front of them....is..a..large, glittery creature.......

Host CO_Rofax says:
::stops and moves closer to the group::  ALL: Can anyone identify?  ::looks to Aradapia in particular::

CEO_Ens_Thraxis says:
:: sotto voce :: All: Here be dragons...

CMO_TCal says:
::Flips open her Tricorder scanning the creature::

Host Aradapia says:
Action: It has wings, scales. and very large claws.

CNS_Luchena says:
::shudders::

FCO_Ens_White says:
::looks at the claws and the wings and almost whistles but stops himself.::

Host Aradapia says:
Action: It is sitting upon a nest of eggs.

CTO_Shiar says:
TO: watch the XO   :: takes out his knife and moves towards the guide::

SO_Tribble says:
CSO, CO:  Perhaps I can sneak by it, since I am so small, and scout ahead?

TO_Yaeem says:
::watches the XO::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::scans the creature:: All:  Is this what the XO was turning into?

Host Aradapia says:
Action: The creature opens one eye and looks at the crew.

CMO_TCal says:
Self: Eggs. Rather normal for a reptilian.

CNS_Luchena says:
::overhears the heroic tribble::

CNS_Luchena says:
::sends out calm and happy thoughts::

TO_Yaeem says:
::tries to calm himself and aims his phaser at the thing::

FCO_Ens_White says:
::looks at the dragon and stares into the eyes::

CMO_TCal says:
CO: Captain I would advise caution. This creature is sitting on a few eggs.

Host CO_Rofax says:
TO: Stow that phaser....  ::does not look happy::

Host Aradapia says:
Action: The creature yawns, showing large teeth.

TO_Yaeem says:
::stows the phaser::

CEO_Ens_Thraxis says:
:: pushes the TO's phaser down :: TO: Bad idea. You'll barbecue us all.

Host Aradapia says:
Action: As the creature yawns, smoke and gas waft out of her mouth.

CSO_Toms says:
::scans the reptile, getting as much information about it as possible::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  Sir, I suggest we leave her alone.

CTO_Shiar says:
Aradapia: so where's this exit?

FCO_Ens_White says:
::looks at the teeth::Quietly:All: we probably should be getting out of here.

CMO_TCal says:
Self: Interesting. Smoke leaving the mouth. ::Tries to perform more intense scans::

Host CO_Rofax says:
Aradapia:  Was this common knowledge?

CNS_Luchena says:
::sends out thoughts about their good intentions::

Host Aradapia says:
::prostrates herself before the God::

TO_Yaeem says:
::whisper::ALL: Should we tranq it?

SO_Tribble says:
::not hearing any response, begins sneaking past the dragon::

CEO_Ens_Thraxis says:
TO: With what?

Host Aradapia says:
::glares at the CO:: CO: The Goddess has awakened. We must make sacrifice!

CTO_Shiar says:
CEO: we have a replicator

TO_Yaeem says:
CEO:Anything we got in supplies?

CNS_Luchena says:
::looks at Aradapia curiously::

CTO_Shiar says:
Aradapia: I choose you

CSO_Toms says:
TO: We don’t know its reactions to common tranqs. It may just annoy it, or even kill it.

Host Aradapia says:
Action: The creature turns her head and watches Tribble.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
Self:  Sacrifice?  ::shudders::

Host Aradapia says:
Action: The creature licks her lips.

CNS_Luchena says:
SO:  Freeze.

TO_Yaeem says:
CEO:Just in case.

CNS_Luchena says:
::slowly moves toward the tribble::

SO_Tribble says:
::freezes::

CMO_TCal says:
::She looks at the creature::

Host CO_Rofax says:
ALL: Find a way out.  ::motions away from the dragon::

CEO_Ens_Thraxis says:
CTO: It's going to take a good while to replicate enough tranquilizer to affect that thing.

CTO_Shiar says:
Self: a longbow could be useful about now

Host CO_Rofax says:
CEO: Can you transport the SO from here?

CTO_Shiar says:
CEO: true

Host Aradapia says:
Action: The creature starts to rise a bit.

TO_Yaeem says:
::slowly moves away::

FCO_Ens_White says:
::looks at the creature and stays stationary::

CTO_Shiar says:
CEO: can you transport the reptile from here?

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::starts the slowly back off::

Host Aradapia says:
Action: The creature yawns once again.

CTO_Shiar says:
:: moves back down the tunnel slightly::

Host CO_Rofax says:
::presses against the wall, keeping both eyes to the dragon::

CNS_Luchena says:
::scoops up the tribble and backs away::

Host Aradapia says:
Action: As Shiar moves the creature watches him.

CTO_Shiar says:
:: stands still::

Host Aradapia says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<pause mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


